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Course objectives. Students will acquire fundamental knowledge regarding signal analysis, 

which represents the fundamentals for a technical area of signal processing and automatic 

control. 

 

Course prerequisites. Differential Calculus, Linear Algebra I and II, Ordinary Differential 

Equations, Introduction to Probability and Statistics. 

 

Syllabus. 
1. Introduction. Basic notions related to signals and systems. 

2. Time-continuous systems. Mathematical modeling of dynamic systems using differential equations. 

Linear and non-linear systems. Representation of continuous system in state space. Convolution. 

3. Laplace transformation. Function transfer. Poles and zeros of systems. 

4. Time-discrete systems. Sampling of continuous signal. Difference equations. Z-transformation. 

Representation of time-discrete systems in state space. 

5. Fourier series and Fourier transformation. Signal spectra. 

6. Frequency characteristics. Bode's diagram. Nyquist diagram. 

7. Feedback systems. Stability of feedback systems. Root location curve. Continuous systems 

controlled by digital regulator. 

8. Stochastic systems. 

 
Expected learning outcomes. 

After completion of the course, students are expected to: 

 demonstrate the knowledge and intelligence as the basis for the original work and development of 

ideas; 

 apply their knowledge, understanding and ability to problem solving in a wider context in the area 

of multimedia systems; 

 be capable of integrating new knowledge in the area of multimedia systems; 

 be able to communicate their conclusions and supporting arguments to both experts and non-

experts; 

 possess the learning ability for continuing education and lifelong learning in this area. 

 

Teaching methods and student assessment. The course is conducted in form of lectures and auditory 

and laboratory exercises. Laboratory exercises are performed using the MatLab programming package. 

Lectures and exercises are obligatory. Acceptable mid-term exam scores replace the written 

examination. Students can influence their final grade by doing homework and writing seminar papers. 

 

Can the course be taught in English: Yes. 

 

Basic literature: 
1. H. Babić, Signali i sustavi, Zavodska skripta, Zavod za elektroničke sustave i obradbu informacija, Fakultet 

elektrotehnike i računarstva, Sveučilište u Zagrebu, 1996. 

 

Recommended literature: 
1. Z. Vukić, Lj. Kuljača, Automatsko upravljanje: analiza linearnih sustava, Kigen, Zagreb, 2005. 

2. K. J. Åström, B. Wittenmark, Computer-Controlled Systems - Theory and Design,  Third edition, Prentice-

Hall, Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 1997. 

 


